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Chapter 1833 Who’s Interested?

Near the end, Grant and Eric had said all that they should, and they had already
stated all their conditions and advantages respectively.

The rest depends on how they would compete in private.

This banquet was just the beginning.

They left one after another, and Clayton stayed till the end.
Some people came over to say goodbye, and Clayton smiled in response.

“Mr. Sloan, it’s been a long time since I’ve seen Ms. Stanton. Please send her my
regards.”
Clayton nodded and spoke with a smile.
“I’ll be sure to tell her. Nicole has always liked collaborating with you. Let’s play
golf some time.”
Sure!
Everyone talked and laughed as they left one after another.
Clayton waited until Mr. Jensen was about to leave before he straightened his
clothes and followed him.

When Mr. Jensen was about to get into the
car, Clayton called out to him.
“Mr. Jensen…”
After all, Mr. Jensen was from the army. Although he was old, he was fit and did
not show any signs of middle-aged weight gain.
Hank Jensen turned around and narrowed his eyes.
He recognized this person as the recently influential figure in Atlanta, Clayton
Sloan. His investment projects were not
small, and his family background was a mystery. He was also very low-key.
The time when Clayton was the most high -profile was during his wedding with
the heiress of Stanton Corporation.
oooo

However, at that time, not many people could attend the wedding because only
close friends and family were invited.
Those who were unaware thought that Clayton relied on the Stanton family in
order to stand firm in the country.
Those who were aware knew that Clayton had brought a never-before-seen
domestic project and dominated the Medianian market. He even opened up the
field of European artificial intelligence and was a legendary figure.
However, his field did not have many overlapping areas with the political world,
so they had very little interaction.
In particular, Clayton did not have deep



roots in the country. Hank Jensen only started to pay attention to Clayton during
this period of time when Clayton settled down in the country.
But…

Hank Jensen raised his eyes and smiled. H e looked a little intoxicated.
“Mr. Sloan, it’s getting late. If you still have something to discuss, why don’t we
talk about it next time?”
Clayton steadily walked forward. His eyes were warm and modest. A dim light
flashed in his eyes, and he had a polite smile. He did not utter a word of nonsense.
“Mr. Jensen, I’m afraid that it’ll delay progress if I leave this to next time. I just
want to borrow a few minutes of your time. If you think it’s useful, please
consider it. If not, just forget I said anything.”
Once Clayton said this, Hank Jensen’s face remained unchanged. He then looked
at the driver with a smile.
The driver nodded, left the car, and walked to the far corner to wait.
Dod
He knew the rules
Hank Jensen reached out and pointed to the back seat of the car.
“If you don’t mind…”

Hank guessed that Clayton had something important to say. Otherwise, Clayton
would not have waited till now.
Either way, Hank had to choose an environment where he felt more secure.
Clayton nodded slightly, and the two men got into the car. Half of his face was
immersed in the shadows.
Hank Jensen had a few speculations.
“Mr. Sloan, are you also interested in that
military project?”
Hank went straight to the point and put Clayton on the spot.
There were already quite a few people who expressed interest in that project
tonight.
For those who were not qualified, Hank joked about it and brushed it off.
Only Eric and Grant got to discuss the project with Hank in depth. He would then
choose the one he liked the most among these two companies.
Even Samuel Lindstrom, who came from Baltic City, was not qualified.
The purpose of tonight’s banquet was achieved. The rest would depend on who.
among Ferguson Corporation and Stanton Corporation, was more sincere.
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In fact, both Ferguson Corporation and Stanton Corporation met all of Hank
Jensen’s expectations.
Eric used to be in the army, so he had an advantage in this area. It also goes
without saying that Ferguson Corporation is very powerful.



However, Stanton Corporation’s idea was very creative. Some construction
aspects were almost the same as their original intention. Moreover, Stanton
Corporation had overlapping parts in certain project areas, so they held an
advantage in this sense.
Thus, to make a decision, Hank Jensen still needed further studies and judgment.
Before that, he would not make any premature promises.

As for Clayton Sloan
As for Clayton Sloan…
After listening to Hank’s words, Clayton smiled. He did not show too much
expectation and enthusiasm.
This made Hank somewhat puzzled as he did not know what Clayton was going to
say.
After a few seconds’ pause, Clayton spoke frankly.

“Who wouldn’t be interested? It’s just that I know that I won’t be allowed to
touch that project.”
Hank sighed with relief and spoke with a bit of regret
“In fact, your strength is obvious to everyone, Mr. Sloan. If there’s an opportunity,
I’ll recommend you, but…”
Since Clayton already had self awareness, Hank did not mince his words.
“You also know that this military project i s extremely demanding in terms of the
investor’s background. Mr. Sloan, you just returned from Liberty and have quite
the reputation there. Liberty is now eyeing our development in this area, so w e
must be very careful…”
Hank paused and did not say the rest of his words.
Clayton smiled without showing any disappointment. He just nodded
understandingly.
“I’m certainly aware of your concerns. This isn’t something that can just be solved
with money, so I won’t rashly intervene in this project. Since you have your own
considerations, I won’t force ito n you.”

Hank Jensen’s expression eased a little. H e raised an eyebrow. “Then what did
you want to say? Is it related to Stanton Corporation? Although Stanton
Corporation is still competing for this project, the higher-ups will have to do a
comprehensive study before making a decision.”
He knew about the relationship between Clayton and Stanton Corporation.
Clayton was married to the heiress of Stanton Corporation and was Grant’s
brother-in law.
These two families were said to be even more powerful after their union.
It would make sense for Clayton to speak for Stanton Corporation.
Thus, Hank thought for a moment that Clayton just wanted to advocate for
Stanton Corporation.
The light inside the car was dim, so they could not see each other’s expressions.
However, Clayton let out a low chuckle, and his voice was steady as he said, “Not
really.”
“Not really?”
Hank was startled.
Clayton loosened his collar before speaking
“I have two military test bases in South Africa. They’re not large scale, but they
have their own technology with world class weapons and equipment. Most
importantly, they have a core technology that you will need in the later stages of
your military project. What I wanted to discuss with you isn’t this project, but the
core technology behind the project. If you cooperate with me, you can save at



least ten years of time on this project and can surpass the world. This project can
also become the top priority of the government.”
For a moment, the car fell silent. Hank Jensen was secretly shocked, so much so
that he could not even say anything.
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